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Guide to Product Selection
Centek Industries manufactures the most complete line of "wet marine exhaust products" in the industry to
accommodate a wide range of installations safely and efficiently Choosing the best unit for a particular
installation depends upon engine location, noise reduction efficiency, exhaust system size and safety
considerations.

Exhaust System
Exhaust system size (diameter) must be sufficient to carry the exhaust gases and cooling water throughout its
length without exceeding the engine manufacturer's allowable back pressure. The inlet and outlet diameter of
the muffler should match the system diameter.
The higher the power rating of the engine, the bigger the exhaust system will need to be. Gasoline engines
generally have a greater tolerance to higher back pressure than diesel engines. A diesel engine having the same
power rating as a gasoline engine will require a larger exhaust system diameter since its exhaust gas flow and
cooling water flow will be higher. The diesel engine will also have a lower back pressure limit.
You may refer to the chart on page 1-2 for a general guide to proper exhaust system size, or call Centek for
specific recommendations.

Engine Location
Is the engine above or below the water line?
In sailboats many engines and gensets are at or below the water line and need a lift muffler to collect and hold
the cooling water, then lift it above the water line where it can drain safely to the thru hull fitting. The Vernalift
design provides four different configurations to accommodate various installations. Proper installation of the
Vernalift is critical; follow the installation instruction sheet carefully
For vessels with engines installed above the water line, as on most power boats, inline wet mufflers are the
traditional choice, although lift mufflers may be used as well. Centek Industries makes five different types of
inline mufflers, each of which offers several configurations. For gasoline and 4-cycle diesel installations on
boats with room to accommodate any of the muffler units, we recommend the Vernatone or MCI H. For 2-cycle
diesel engines and installations where maximum noise reduction is desired, we recommend the Super II inline
muffler. Installation instructions must be followed carefully; incorrect or incomplete installation can result in
engine failure.

Noise Reduction
Many different muffler models may be available for a specific installation, with designs that provide varying
degrees of noise reduction. Muffler size, cost and noise reduction tend to increase in tandem. Centek's list of
inline mufflers generally appear in increasing order of acoustical efficiency Lift mufflers are becoming popular
in all types of installations due to their excellent silencing capability The latest lift muffler, a dual chamber unit,
is among the quietest products available for specific installations.
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Safety Considerations
To insure the safety of the craft and those on board, exhaust systems must be properly installed. The wet
systems pump water at flow rates that could quickly sink a boat. Gasoline engines produce dangerous levels of
carbon monoxide. Approved rubber exhaust hose should always be used with a minimum of two stainless steel
clamps at each connection end. Never over tighten ends. Exhaust thru hulls should be placed above the LWL
and located to avoid the possibility of drawing gases back into the boats.
All Centek exhaust products are constructed of fire retardant polyester resins, carrying ratings of "selfextinguishing" under ASTM-D-635. Mufflers, tubing and parts are ABS certified. Vernatube is listed by
Underwriters Laboratories Marine Department (listed 699A). The new Vernalifts (1500 series) meet or exceed
ABYC recommendations.
If you need help choosing wet exhaust system components, call toll free (800) 950-7653 or send a fax to (912) 2281270.

Exhaust System Size
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS CHART
SIZE

MAXIMUM H.P.

(DIA. "A")

GASOLINE DIESEL

1.5" OR 1.63"
211
2.5"
3"
3.5"
41'

30
60
110
160
220
280

SIZE
(DIA. "A")

10
25
40
60
85
125

4.51'
51,
6"
8"
1011
12"

MAXIMUM H.P.
GASOLINE

DIESEL

320
370
440
-

170
210
280
420
680
900

The muffler outlet must match the downstream portion of the system. For V-Block engines with separate
mufflers for each bank, divide the H.P. by 2 and match to the appropriate size.
This table is for general recommendations only. If you have questions or need help, call (800)950-7653.

Selection Summary
• Determine the position of the engine with respect to the LWL (Loaded Water Line).
• Engine above the LWL use Vernatone (TM), MK II, Vernatone Super II, Minimax or Verna-Ski.
• Engine below LWL, use Vernalift only.
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Introduction
There are five basic sources of noise in boats. They are:
Engine Exhaust
Engine Intake Air
Engine Mechanical Noise
Transmission
Hull to Water
Wet marine exhaust silencers address the noise problems in engine exhaust only. The "dB" reduction
referred to in the following graph refers only to exhaust noise, using a VERNATONE in a typical installation.

Vernatone

TM

Over the course of the past thirty five years, the VERNATONE has been accepted as standard
equipment by the world's boat builders in more installations than all competitive products combined.
VERNATONE is carefully engineered to minimize back pressure while giving outstanding exhaust noise
reduction. This all fiberglass muffler will not corrode or deteriorate when exposed to fresh or salt water in
combination with either diesel or gasoline exhaust fumes. Electrolysis is eliminated and noxious
objectionable odors are reduced. Its design and the suitability of the materials from which it is
manufactured is proven over time. There are many of these units still in use after more than 35 years of
operation!
The VERNATONE family of in-line type silencers has grown during its long history in the ma rine
industry. This growth has been in response to the varied requests of a long list of customers. They have
asked for product variations to suit their special and particular needs. These mufflers had to suit every type
of marine engine boat builders have selected for primary propulsion power, auxiliary power or electrical
generation power. Centek is proud to offer this expanded family of products which will silence the exhaust
noise from engines whose outputs range from 5 to 2000 HP.
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VERNALIFT

TM

The VERNALIFT by Centek is available in a wide variety of sizes, shapes and configurations of inlet/outlet.
This muffler is becoming more widely used in all types of installations. Originally they were used only in those
engine installations which were near or below the waterline. These engines were nearly always at the low end of
the power output range since they were for small gensets and auxiliary power in sailboats. As a result, the
available lift type mufflers were small and limited to inlet and outlet sizes of 2 1/2 inches and less.
VERNALIFT changed that. As early as 1973, the VERNALIFT was installed on much larger propulsion
engines which were above the waterline. The silencing characteristics were very good. It wasn't very long
before the available inlet/outlet sizes were increased to accommodate diesel engines with power ratings of
1200HP. That has increased to include engines up to 2000HP and even larger. VERNALIFT may be the best
answer for your installations, check with us for some of the many advantages.
The VERNALIFT designs are extremely varied. The positions and configuration of the inlets and outlets are
almost limitless. Special designs are routine.
VERNALIFT designs meet the recommendations of ABYC for generator applications. They are ABS Type
Approved Products and are manufactured using the same materials as used in the VERNATONE.
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Gas/Water Separation Mufflers
Water/gas separators were developed to facilitate routing of gas and water in today's
more complex vessels. Centek utilizes gravity and centrifugal force to separate exhaust
gas from cooling water. The water can be discharged directly thru the hull below the
waterline. Cooled exhaust gases can be routed in any pattern to transom or even up a dry
stack (with special provisions). Separation mufflers are especially effective in vessels
where engines are located amidships or well forward.
VERNA-SEP- This is a recent design of the new generation of water
separation products. It is most advantageous on those propulsion engine
installations where there is a problem with routing the exhaust piping through
interior structures with a constant downward grade for draining. The cooling
water is separated and discharged overboard and the water-free exhaust can be
piped in a variety of newly available paths. The VERNA-SEP is also a highly
efficient silencer when properly sized.
US Patent No. 5,746,630.

GEN-SEP - This water separator is used with the VERNALIFT
muffler on generator sets and small auxiliary engines which many times are,
but not necessarily, below the LWL. The water drain from the GENSEP can be
positioned just below the water line eliminating water splash. This is especially
important for night time generator operations.

COMBO-SEP- This newly developed product combines a
VERNALIFT and highly efficient type separator into a single unit. It is
particularly adaptable to mid-range generator sets which are installed near or
below the LWL. The COMBOSEP is also used on above water line
installations where the very best in silencing and water separation is desired.
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VERNATUBE

TM

Fiberglass Marine Wet Exhaust Tubing
VERNATUBE is filament wound with resin impregnated continuous rovings for optimum strength. Use of
synergistic fillers with the newest fire retardant resins give VERNATUBE fire ratings far better than values
required for "self-extinguishing" per ASTM-D 635 and UL 94V-0.
The smooth resin rich I.D. provides minimal resistance to water and gas flow while the precise O.D. facilitates
easy use of rubber exhaust hose connections. VERNATUBE can be installed with either gasoline or diesel wet
marine exhaust systems.
VERNATUBE sizes listed carry the UL label and are listed by Underwriters Laboratories Marine Department
under "Exhaust Equipment, Marine Exhaust System Components
MM(33) R."

Shaftlog and Rudder Post Tubing
Centek offers the broadest line of shaftlog and rudder post tubing in the marine industry. Wall thickness and ID
control make this tubing ideal for machining for the installation of bearings. Wall thickness ranges from .200"
to 1.75".
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VERNATUBE Wet Exhaust Tubing
Installation
VERNATUBE is used in wet exhaust systems only. Connection to other components should be with flexible rubber
exhaust hose with overlap of one diameter and a minimum of two stainless steel clamps at each connection.
Temperatures
VERNATUBE should be located far enough downstream from the water-injection point to ensure that it is not exposed to
temperatures in excess of 250'F
Fire Resistant
VERNATUBE fire ratings exceed the values required for self-extinguishing rating per ASTM-D-365.
Warning
VERNATUBE should never be installed in an exhaust system where structural loads from the boat/ vessel might be
transferred to the tube producing stress. Such stress could result in damage or failure of the tube or other components of
the system.
HT Premium Vernatube
Developed for new hotter running marine engines. HT will operate continuously in the 250' to 300' (F) range. Available in
all VERNATUBE sizes. Call for price and part
number.

Centek Exhaust System Fittings
Centek wet marine exhaust system fittings are made of the same fiberglass and fire retardant resins used to
manufacture VERNATUBE, our UL listed tubing line. The fittings, couplings and elbows are light weight,
strong, non corroding and durable.
Centek fittings are easy to install when repairing, repowering or replacing a wet exhaust system. The O.D.'s are
quality manufactured to match other Centek components and are compatible with marine approved rubber
exhaust hose.
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Centek Wet Marine
Exhaust System Accessories
To complete the wet marine exhaust system we offer thru-hull fittings
(with & without flappers), check valves, exhaust flanges, and a scupper drain.
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